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This talk will discuss the design, fabrica on, and applica on of biodegradable
microfabricated devices and systems. Such microsystems, comprised of materials that
ul mately degrade with me, may have applica on in areas such as biomedical implants for
the treatment of acute disease, or environmental sensors that do not persist in the
environment once their sensing capabili es have been exhausted.
In addi on to the rela vely restricted materials set appropriate for these devices, the
development of new fabrica on technologies may also be required, since the degradable
materials o en cannot withstand the harsh processing condi ons typically used in
tradi onal MEMS fabrica on. In spite of these materials and processing limita ons, a
surprising range of func onality can be achieved.
Biodegradable microsystems typically require (at a minimum) conductors, structural
materials, and dielectrics to func on. Zinc, magnesium, and zinc‐iron couples are
inves gated as conductor materials, and biodegradable polymers are inves gated as
dielectrics and structural materials. Methods to design degrada on rates of these materials
will be discussed. Unconven onal MEMS fabrica on technologies, including embossing and
mul ‐layer folding were combined with tradi onal techniques to fabricate func onal
devices.
A er a discussion of these materials and techniques, three examples of transient devices
exploi ng these techniques will be presented: wireless RF‐powered pressure sensors, self‐
powered chemical sensors, and ba eries/power sources that draw electrolyte resources
from the environment in which they are embedded. Ranges of opera on and applica on
scenarios for these devices will also be discussed.
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